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Time: 2:30 Hours 
Instructions: 
1. All questions are compulsory. 

Que-1 

TYBA - Sen 6 9.4-o- 9 20 Q 

2. Figures to the right indicate marks. 
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B.A. Semester - 6 (CBCS) Examination 
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BAOSanCC6170 

SANSKRIT: P17 SANKHYA KARIKA(CORE - 17) 

Translate and explain of any two karika's of the following: 
(1) NEOrOgYIGIH9�UIG HCHLarTAIG! 

Explain HGOraI< according to Sankhya. 

Explain according to YHTUTAAR' sankhya Philosophy. 

Give the information about HY YKYRT of Sankhya Philosophy. 

Explain tT according to Sankhya. 

(1) TUr:l 

aaR 

Give the information about Wt according to sankhya. 

(2) 7qg4:1 

(4) y:l 

lIR 

Explain origin and development of Sankhya Darshana. 

Write a short note on any two of the following: 

aaR 
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Time: 2:30 Hours 
Instructions: 

1. All questions are compulsory. 

Que-1 

2. Figures to the right indicate marks. 
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B.A. Semester - 6 (CBCS) Examination 
March/April -2020 

SANSKRIT: P18 BHASHA VIGNAN(CORE -18) 

BAOSanCC6180 

Explain in detail the caves of phometic changes. 

What is at? Discuss the consonant of sounds development. 

Explain in details depends of sounds classification. 

Write a detailed note on prosodic features of Sanskrit sounds. 

Explain in detail the reasons of qqurddAI 

Explain in detail the difference of and yGH. 

Discuss fully difference between 'afAukac and yqutac4. 

R 

tOR 

Write a detailed note on classification of morphemes. 

Write short notes on any two of the following: 

(The development of Sanskrit - vowels) 

(Sign, number and case) 

(4) gratfeoVUHI 

(The reasons of introduction of new -words) 

Seat No: 

Marks: 70 

(18) 

(14) 
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Time: 2:30 Hours 
Instructions: 
1. All questions are compulsory. 

Que-1 

2. Figures to the right indicate marks. 

Que-2 

Que-2 

WA-3 

Que-3 

WA-3 

Que-3 

Que-4 

Que-4 

Que-5 

SANSKRIT: P19 ARTHSHASHTRA ADHIKARAN -1(CORE - 19) 

B.A. Semester -6 (CBCS) Examination 
BA0SanCC6190 

Write in detail any two of the following. 

Write a detailed note on the life, time and literary work of kautilya. 

March/April -2020 

Explain the coy oI RIG qRT:I 

Write a detailed note on the style of the ieRI�:l. 

Describe the origin nature and development of Indian politics. 

Explaín fully the described edt in the eirã of kautilya 

(1) 3A-ifaldeTI 

(2) qufofa:I 

4R 

(3) yfact I 

(4) IGyaRHUHI 

Describe the different view of smrutikar about '3FAAAyfG: oiftrIa:. 

Write a short note on any two of the following: 

AOR 

Seat No: 

Marks: 70 

(18) 

(14) 

(18) 
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Time: 2:30 Hours 
Instructions: 
1. All questions are compulsory. 

UA-4) 
Que-1(A) 

2. Figures to the right indicate marks. 

UA-1(44) 
Que-1(B) 

Que-2 

Que-2 
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MA-3 

Que-3 

Que-4 

Que-4 

Que-5 

SANSKRIT: P20 SHRIMADBHAGVADGEETA ADHYAYA 10 TO 18(CORE- 20) 

B.A. Semester - 6 (CBCS) Examination 

(1) 

Translate the following any 'two' shlokas with necessary explanation. (1) HOHgHU0 HZGi: Hgafddl 

(2) 

Fill up any two of the following verses: 
Ü: y.. 
ei 

BAOSanCC6200 

(3) HAgigit 

March/April -2020 

...I 

Clarify the relationship between "HE 4IGGicT and T. 

Explain the term 3uA9E and discuss the main Principals of Gy9E. 

Summarize the fàgyGe: and explain it's importance in the ic. 

Give the summary HTAGital - T RE (GAIgRzfTH| ) and explain its importance in geeta. 

Describe the explain about bhaktiyog by giving features the bhakt. 
R 

"Geeta teaches the art of life living" - discuss. 

(2) fayfaa:I 
(3) 3 HqI 

Seat No: 

Write a short note on any two of the following: 
(1) JU4H| 

Marks: 70 
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Time: 2:30 Hours 
Instructions: 
1. All questions are compulsory. 

Que-1(A) 

2. Figures to the right indicate marks. 

4A-(4) 
Que-1(B) 

Que-2 

Que-2 
WA-3 
Que-3 

Que-4 

Que-5 

B.A. Semester - 6 (CBCS)) Examination 

SANSKRIT: P21 SANSKRIT BHASHA AND SAHITYA (CORE- 21) 

Translate any two of the following. 

(2) ga gANRTI I~HI 

(4) 9I9T: Yfkrug OHHgÍa HI 

(3) 3rET HHIG YRyRI 

Explain with reference to the content (Any two): 

March/April -2020 

Give a character - sketch of aIdi 

Evaluate dIdit as a nfco. 

BAOSanCC6210 

Write notes on any two 

(3) fRrgiut 

(1) Zrqel elds (The title VaIq) 
(3) H�-4FGA:I 

(3) HPAI 

(2) fezocT# HHTI 
(4) 

Define any two meters of the following and explain their structure with illustrations. 
(1) qeft (2) HrIl"ciTI 

Write an Essay in Sanskrit any one of the following. 

RI4U[� VIA (character of 

(4) 2GafYfsil 

Seat No: 

(4) fGE:I 
***** ****** ****** 

Marks: 70 
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Time: 2:30 Hours 

Instructions: 
1. All questions are compulsory. 

Que-1 

2. Figures to the right indicate marks, 

Que-1 

Que-2 

Que-2 

4A-3 

Que-3 

MA-3 
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B.A. Semester - 6 (CBCS) Examination 

SANSKRIT: P22 SHASTRIYA NIBANDHO(CORE - 22) 

'Aatmataya' in Indian Philosophy. 

BAOSanCC622A 

Life and work of Aadi Shankracharya'. 

Sects of Rehetoric 

March/April -2020 

The idea of salutation in Indian philosophy. 

The form of Religion in Rigved Era. 

'Dhvani vichar of Anand Vardhan. 

'Ras sutra' of Bharat (with Abhinav Tika). 

'Riti - vichar of Vaman. 

ayR 

Contribution of Sankhya Darshan' in Indian Philosophy 

OR 

R 

The idea of literal meaning in poetic and grammatical criticism 

Seat No: 

******** 

Marks: 70 

(18) 

(14) 

(8) 

(14) 

(13) 

(14) 

(18) 

(14) 
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Time: 2:30 Hours 
Instructions: 
1, All questions are compulsory. 
2. Figures to the right indicate marks. 

B.A. Semester - 6 (CBCS) Examination 

Q.2 

Q.3 

o.1(A) Answer the following in one line: (Any Five) 

Q.4 

FOUNDATION COURSE IN ENGLISH -6(FOUNDATION - 6) 

BAOEngFC606A 

March/April -2020 

(1) Who has written the play The Never-Never Nestf? 

Q.1B) Write short notes: (Any Two) 

(2) Who is the main victim in Refund? 
(3) Write the full name of Chekhov. 
(4) How many characters are there in the play The Propasal? 
(5) Who has written the books -Heart of Darkness, Lord Jim, Victory etc? 
(6) To whom Harry will marry when he will return from the sea? 
(7) When did Eugene O'Neill die? 

(2) Character of Lomov 
(1) The validity of Wasserkopf's demand 

(3) The question of belonging in The Hairy Ape 
Answer the following questions in four to five lines: (Any Four) 
(1) Why did Aunt Jane react negatively to the installments? 
(2) Who deserves credit for the result? 
(3) How did Lomov insult Chubukov? 
(4) What was Natalya's reaction in finding out about the proposal? 
(5) How did Bessie react to Harry's return? 
(6) Is Yank the hero in the play or an antihero? Explain. 
(7) What is the significance of Yank meeting the gorilla? 
Write letters on Any Two of the following: 

Seat No: 

A. Inviting a cousin to join Navratri festival in your town. 
B. Complaining to the Police Commissioner of your city about miscreant gang's terror 

in your colony. 

Reshape the following stories and suggest suitable titles: (Any Two) 

C. Inviting a friend to join an NGO to help poor people come out in post-pandemic 
situation. 

: 

Marks: 70 

A. Once upon a time, there was a beautiful stream that flowed by a stony hill. A small 
village stood by this stream and the people of this hamlet used its water for their 
daily needs. One day, two women started to gossip and forgetful of their belongings, 
both of them left their pots by the stream. One of the pots was of brass, another of 

carthenware. When the tide rose, the swollen waters carried off both the pots 
downstream. The earthenware pot struggled to keep itself away from the brass one. 
Seeing this, the brass pot called out to the earthen pot: "Why are you afraid, my 
friend? I will not strike you." The earthen pot replied, "That is alright. But if I come 
too close to you, I will break. You are too tough and I am so weak. WhetherI hit 

you, or you hit me, I shall be the one to suffer for it." 
B. On one fine summer's day in a field a Grasshopper was hopping about in a musical 

mood. An ant passed by bearing along with great toil an ear of corn he was taking to 
the nest. The grasshopper invited the ant to sit for a chat with him. But the ant 
refused saying that "I'm storing up food for winter". "Why don't you do the same?" 
asked the ant to the grasshopper. "Pooh! Why bother about winter?" said the 
Grasshopper; we have got enough food at present." But the Ant went on its way and 
continued its toil. Finally, when winter came, the Grasshopper found itself dying of 
hunger, while it saw the ants distributing corn and grain from their storage. Then the 

Grasshopper understood that it is best to prepare for the days of necessity. 

Page 1 of2 

(05) 

(09) 

(14) 

(14) 

(14) 



Q.5 

Q.5 

C. On a hot summer day, a fox wAndered across the jungle in order to get some food. 
He was very hungry and desperately in search of food. He searched cverywhere, but 
couldn'1 find anvtbing that he could eat. His stomach was rumbling and his search 
continued. Soon he rcached a vineyard which was laden with juicy grapes. The fox 

looked around to check if he wAs safe from the hunters. No one was around, so he 
decided to steal some grapes. He jumped high and high, but he couldn't reach the 
grapes. The grapes were too high but he refused to give up. The fox jumped high in 
the air to catch the grapes in his mouth, but he missed. He tried once more but 
missed again. He tried a few more times, but couldn't reach. It was getting dark and 
the fox was getting angry. His legs hurt, so he gave up in the end. Walking away, he 
said, 'm sure the grapes were sout anyway." 

Translate the following passage fiom Gujarati/Hindi to English: (Any One) 

OR 

Translate the following passage from English to Gujarati/Hindi: 
B. Nationalism isa greater thing than we think of it. It not just means talking goud 

things about our nation. Rather it takes our entire existence to prove that whether we 
are nationalist or not. Sometimes, our small effort in uplifting our countryman can 
also add to our journey towards becoming a true nationalist. The sense of 
nationalism does not allow us to be cruel towards our other countrymen. 

****: 

Page 2 of 2 
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Time: 2:3O Hours 

Instructiorns: 

B.A. Semester -6 (CBCS) Examination 

FOUNDATION HINDI:RASHMIRATHI EVAM VYAKRAN(FOUNDATION-6) 

1. All questions are compulsory. 

BAOHinFC606B 

2 Figures to the right indicate marks. 

) faitFHrN IgAT9II 

March/April -2020 
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